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Abstract: The fluctuations of wind power impact the stable operation of a power system as its
penetration grows high. Energy storage may be a potential solution to suppress these fluctuations
and has drawn much attention in recent years. As the time scale of wind power fluctuations is in
a range of seconds to hours, multi-type energy storage with complementary characteristics, such
as the combination of energy-type storage devices (ESD) and power-type storage device (PSD),
may be technically and economically feasible to suppress multi-time-scale wind power fluctuations.
Therefore, system control is very important when the power allocation among each of the energy
storage units is considered. In this paper, a novel coordinated control strategy based on model
predictive control (MPC) was proposed for wind power fluctuation suppression, which employs
MPC for the total power required for the whole energy storage system and then allocates it between
ESD and PSD with the low-pass filter algorithm (LFA) method. Due to the predictive feature of MPC,
the power requirement of the energy storage system can be obtained with little time delay, which
means less energy is needed. The effectiveness of the proposed control strategy was verified in a
time-domain simulation system. The influence of wind speed conditions and LFA time constant on
the wind/storage system were further discussed.

Keywords: wind power; fluctuations suppression; energy storage; model predictive control; low-pass
filter algorithm

1. Introduction

The rapid development of wind generation around the world will replace part of conventional
generating units in the power system. However, due to the stochastic nature and variability of wind
power, some adverse effects will be imposed on the power system [1,2]. Among them, the stochastic
fluctuations of wind power are quite problematic and will lead to the instantaneous power unbalance
of the power system. As a result, the frequency and voltage quality, even the stability of power systems,
will be deteriorated. To maintain the power balance, the reserve ramp capacity such as gas turbine and
hydro turbine have to change operating conditions frequently, which will increase the difficulty of
reserve dispatching and the mechanical stress of these traditional generators [3]. It will be more severe
for islanded power grids or regional power systems where wind power penetration is high. Therefore,
some special requirements are required in the grid codes to limit the power fluctuation rate in some
countries or regions with large-scale wind generation [4].

Several methods can be used to smooth wind power fluctuations such as wind turbine pitch angle
control, wind farm cluster control and energy storage. With the rapid development of energy storage
in recent years, this is considered effective for wind power fluctuation suppression with the features of
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flexible control, quick response, short construction time, and quick declining price [3,5,6]. However,
due to the time scale of wind power fluctuations varying from seconds to hours, and even days [7], it is
difficult for a single energy storage technology to be competent both technically and economically [8].
The combination of different types of energy storage with complementary characteristics can be a
feasible choice, and it has drawn more and more attention recently [5,9,10].

Flywheel energy storage (FES), supercapacitor (SC), and superconducting magnetic energy storage
(SMES), known as PSDs, have the advantages of high power density, low kW cost and a long life span.
However, their energy density is quite low. PSDs are suitable for short-term power supporting from
seconds to minutes. Li-ion batteries, lead-acid batteries and flow batteries, known as ESDs, have the
advantages of high energy density and low kWh cost. However, their power density is quite low and
the life span is limited. ESDs are suitable for long-term power supporting from minutes to hours.
As for wind power fluctuation suppression, PSDs can be used for high-frequency and small-amplitude
power fluctuation compensation, while ESDs can be used for low-frequency and large-amplitude
fluctuations. As a result, the total energy storage capacity required can be limited and the operation
process can be optimized, compared with a single energy storage system [4].

Francisco et al. used a LFA to track the average rotational speed reference of FES and a high-pass
filter to track the high frequency torque reference of FES for wind power fluctuation smoothing. Thus,
two main objectives could be achieved to let the flywheel maintain an optimum average rotational
speed [11]. In [12,13], a LFA with fixed time constant was adopted to decompose the wind power
fluctuations into high frequency part and low frequency part, which were then assigned to PSD and
ESD, respectively. Jia et al. [14] used two LFAs in wind power smoothing with the first one for total
power determination and the second one for power allocation between the flow battery and the SC.
Ding et al. proposed a LFA with a changing time constant and with an energy storage charge state for
the power distribution between PSD and ESD [15]. Zhang et al. added a series of rules to dynamically
adjust LFA bandwidth in the SC/battery control strategy for a renewable-energy-based microgrid [16].

Jiang et al. [4] proposed a hybrid energy storage system coordinated control strategy based on
wavelets, in which wind power was decomposed into different frequency parts and then assigned to
SC and batteries, respectively. However, its difficulty lies in the selection of wavelet functions and
a large number of historical data of wind power needed. Senjyu et al. presented a method based
on H∞ theory to control the pitch angle of the wind turbine, as well as an energy storage system to
smooth wind power [17]. Although good dynamic performance and robustness could be obtained,
the calculation and controlling processes were rather complex and hard to deal with for a simplified
control platform in wind plants.

MPC solves an optimization problem using the available future information in the receding
horizon mode and thus the control time delay for LFA can be omitted [18]. The advantages and
disadvantages of four algorithms are shown in Table 1. From Table 1, it can be seen that MPC is
suitable for online optimizing control with the ability to deal with many kinds of disturbances and
uncertainties. It is now widely used in various industrial sectors such as hybrid vehicle electric control
and automatic generation control (AGC) for the electric power system [19,20]. MPC was found to more
accurately reduce the forecasting error of wind power compared with heuristic method [21]. In this
paper, a MPC-based coordinated control method is proposed for the operation of multi-type energy
storage, in which MPC is adopted to determine the total power needed of the energy storage system,
and then LFA is used for the power distribution between the PSD and ESD units.

The remains of this paper are as follows: The structure for the wind/storage system and
MPC-based control principle are introduced in Section 2. The MPC control scheme and models
are given in Section 3. Case simulations and further discussion is implemented in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively. Some conclusions are offered finally in Section 6.
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Table 1. The advantages and disadvantages of the algorithms.

Algorithms Advantages Disadvantages

LFA with fixed time constant Simple, reliable, easy to engineering
time constant cannot be adjusted; easy to
cause wind power to be overly mitigated,
increase energy storage cost; control delay

LFA with variable time constant Simple, reliable, easy to engineering control delay, not good for on-line control

Wavelet easy to implement frequency
decomposition

its difficulty lies in the selection of
wavelet functions and a large amount of

historical data on wind power needed

MPC
good forecast ability, control time
delay can be omitted, suitable for

online optimizing control
-

2. Multi-Type Energy Storage for Wind Plants

2.1. System Description

Figure 1a illustrates the structure of a multi-type energy storage system for wind farm fluctuation
suppression. The ESD and PSD units are connected to the power network at the point of common
coupling (PCC) together with wind farm.
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Through the charging or discharging of ESD and PSD, the power fed into power system Pg can be
controlled within a limited value. The key issue of this system is the charging and discharging control
of ESD and PSD units at each control step. As we know, an effective control strategy means less energy
storage capacity required, as well longer service time and a shorter payback period [9,10].

A MPC-based control scheme is proposed in this paper, as illustrated in Figure 1b. It contains a
two-level power distribution structure where the first one determines the total power requirement of
the multi-type energy storage system based on the MPC algorithm. With the knowledge of wind power
Pw and its ramp limit calculated from Pg, the load of the whole energy storage Pes can be obtained.

Then, a LFA module was used for the second-level power distribution between PSD and ESD.
The basic principle was to assign the high-frequency component PPSD of wind power fluctuations to
the PSD unit, and the low-frequency component PESD to the ESD unit.

In the control system, a persistence model was used for the wind power prediction of the next few
control steps. Moreover, a quadratic programming (QP) method was used in the optimizer to solve the
optimization problem which will be introduced in the following section.

2.2. MPC State Space Model

The core of MPC is the receding horizon principle (RHP), which includes mainly the following
steps [18]:

(i) At time k and for the current state x(k), an open-loop optimal control problem is solved on-line
over the next few steps taking account of the current and future constraints. Then the control
instructions of the next few steps of k + 1, k + 2, . . . , k + Hp can be obtained, where Hp is the
predicted horizon.

(ii) Apply the instructions in the first step of k + 1 in the optimal control sequence.
(iii) Repeat the procedure at time (k + 1) using the current state x(k + 1) as shown in Figure 2 [22],

where u is the control input and y is the system output.
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By the prediction of the control instructions and variations in the state of the next step and
following several steps, we can make the control process more accurate and quick. As a result, the
sequence u can be optimized to make the output y follow its reference better.

As an optimal control process, the state space model (SSM) is established as shown in Equations (1)
and (2), assuming the current state x(k), control input u(k), disturbance input r(k), and output
variable y(k).

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B1u(k) + B2r(k) (1)
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y(k) = Cx(k) + D1u(k) + D2r(k) (2)

where A, B1, B2, C, D1, and D2 are the coefficient matrices, respectively. Then the output y(k+1) of the
next step can be obtained from the iteration of Equations (1) and (2)

y(k + 1) = C(Ax(k) + B1u(k) + B2r(k)) + D1u(k + 1) + D2r(k + 1) (3)

Continue the iteration until the step of the prediction horizon length of Hp, so that we can obtain
the matrix equation [24].

y(k)
y(k + 1)
y(k + 2)
· · ·

y(k + Hp)

 =


C

CA
CA2

· · ·
CAHp

[x(k)]+


D1

CB1

0
D1

0
0

0
0

· · ·
· · ·

0
0

CAB1 CB1 D1 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

CAHp−1B1 CAHp−2B1 CAHp−3B1 · · · CB1 D1




u(k)

u(k + 1)
u(k + 2)
· · ·

u(k + Hp)

+


D2

CB2

0
D2

0
0

0
0

· · ·
· · ·

0
0

CAB2 CB2 D2 0 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

CAHp−1B2 CAHp−2B2 CAHp−3B2 · · · CB2 D2




r(k)

r(k + 1)
r(k + 2)
· · ·

r(k + Hp)



(4)

From Equation (4), it can be seen that SSM establishes the relationship among system output,
current state, control input and disturbances, so that system behavior for the next several steps can
be predicted. In other words, with the predictive output target and system current state known, the
control instructions of the oncoming several steps can be determined from Equation (4). This can be
helpful for the coordinated control of multi-type energy storage.

2.3. Traditional LFA

The equivalent circuit of LFA is shown in Figure 3, where R is the equivalent resistor and C the
equivalent capacitor.Energies 2017, 10, 1212 6 of 17 
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According to the Kirchhoff voltage law (KVL), the relationship between the input voltage and the
output voltage can obtained.

RC
duo(t)

dt
+ uo(t) = ui(t) (5)

Through Laplace transformation, the transfer function of output voltage to input voltage can
be obtained:

H(s) =
Uo(s)
Ui(s)

=
1

RCs + 1
=

1
τs + 1

(6)
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where τ = RC represents the LFA time constant. Through Z-transformation, it can be discretized as

H(z) =
1

1 + τ
Tc
− τ

Tc
z−1 =

Y(k)
X(k)

(7)

where Tc is the control time interval; Y(k) the output variable; and X(k) the input variable.
According to Equation (7), the discretized formation of LFA output Y(k) as the function of input

X(k) is

Y(k) =
τ

τ + Tc
Y(k− 1) +

Tc

τ + Tc
X(k) (8)

In this iteration, Y(k− 1) = τ
τ+Tc

Y(k− 2) + Tc
τ+Tc

X(k− 1).
It can be seen from Equation (8) that the LFA output at time k, represented as Y(k), is associated

with its output at time k – 1, represented as Y(k − 1). Moreover, it can be inferred that the larger the
time constant τ, the smaller the difference between Y(k) and Y(k − 1), i.e., the smoothing effect of LFA
is better. However, the time lag is bigger accordingly.

Taking the differential operator s = jω, Equation (6) can be transformed into the complex domain

H(jω) = H(s)|s=jω
1√

τ2ω2 + 1
e−jarctgωτ (9)

Figure 4a shows the Bode plot of Equation (9) where fc is the cut-off frequency (COF), from which
LFA magnitude begins to decline quickly. The phase lag at fc, e−jθ with θ = arctgωτ, represents LFA
time-lag. It can be seen that the larger the time constant τ, the greater the time delayed.
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Figure 4. (a) Bode plot of LFA (τ = 100); and (b) structure diagram of MPC SSM.

Figure 4b illustrates the control diagram of the MPC algorithm from the SSM given in Equations (1)
and (2). It is clear that y(k) is independent of y(k − 1), its historic performance, and this is significantly
different from LFA. This means that the current control process needs no information of the previous
data and the problem of the time-lag can be avoided.
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With the establishment of SSM, MPC can be solved through the increment of the control variables
in the rolling time domain. At each of the control times k, the output yHp(k + i

∣∣k) of the next several
steps can be calculated with the initial predicted value of output y0(k + i|k) and the control input
increment ∆u(k) known, as shown in Equation (10).

yHp(k + i|k) = y0(k + i|k) +
min(Hp ,i)

∑
j=1

ai−j+1 × ∆u(k + j− 1), i = 1, · · · , N (10)

Taking R(k + j|k) as the expected output at time k + j, the objective of MPC is to minimize the
absolute error between the future output y(k + j|k) and the expected output R(k + j|k) , as shown in
Equation (11).

J = min
Hp

∑
j=1

[R(k + j
∣∣∣k)− yHp(k + j

∣∣∣k) ]2
= min

Hp

∑
j=1

[R(k + j|k)− y0(k + j|k)−
min(Hp ,i)

∑
j=1

ai−j+1 × ∆u(k + j− 1)]2, i = 1, · · · , N
(11)

Therefore, MPC is implemented through the adjustment of the control input increment ∆u(k)
to eliminate the error between the expected output R(k + j|k) and the predicted output y(k + j|k) .
Compared with traditional PID (Proportion Integration Differentiation) control, MPC has better
predictability to compensate the error between the expected output R(k) and the current output
y(k) [25].

3. Coordinated Control Scheme

3.1. MPC Control for Energy Storage Systems

From Figure 1, the relations of the variables in the wind/storage system can be expressed
according to the following equations

Pg(k + 1) = Pes(k) + Pw(k) (12)

SOC(k + 1) = SOC(k)− Tc·Pes(k)/Ces (13)

where Pg is the power output to the grid; Pw the wind power output; Pes the power output of the total
energy storage system; SOC(k) the equivalent state of charge (SOC) of the energy storage system at
time k; Tc the control time interval; and Ces the capacity of energy storage.

Taking Pg and SOC as state variables x1 and x2 respectively; Pes as the control variable u; and Pw

as disturbance input r, Equations (12) and (13) can be written in the state space model (SSM)[
x1(k + 1)
x2(k + 1)

]
=

[
0 0
0 1

][
x1(k)
x2(k)

]
+

[
1
−Tc

][
u(k)

]
+

[
1
0

]
[r(k)][

y1(k)
y2(k)

]
=

[
1 0
0 1

][
x1(k)
x2(k)

] (14)

Continue the iterations until step Hp, and then a matrix similar to Equation (4) can be obtained.
Meanwhile, the control sequence of u(k), u(k + 1), · · · , u(k + Hp) at each control step can be obtained
through the MATLAB QP Toolbox [18,24].

Then the control variables of the SSM can be standardized in the following formation

UOPT = [uOPT(k), uOPT(k + 1), · · · , uOPT(k + Hp)]
T

(15)
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The above control variables can be obtained through numerical calculation, i.e., they can be
converted into the solving of the following static optimization problem

UOPT = argminUTWU + 2UTV
U

LU ≤ K

(16)

where W is the coefficient matrix of the quadratic term of U2, and V the coefficient matrix of U.
As to wind power fluctuation suppression, the wind farm output power rate to the public utility

is considered as a basic constraint to be satisfied. The target of the coordinated control of the energy
storage system is to reduce the usage of energy storage, which means the reduction of power losses
and prolonging the life of energy storage. Therefore, the optimization problem can be equivalent to a
model with the objective of minimizing energy storage usage, and limiting the constraints of wind
power fluctuation rates, SOC and the charging/discharging power limit of energy storage, as shown
in Equations (17)–(21).

Objective:

J = min
k+Hp

∑
i=k

Pes
2(i) (17)

Constraints:
0 ≤ Pg(k) ≤ Pg_max; k = 1, 2, · · · , Hp (18)

0 ≤ SOCes(k) ≤ 1; k = 1, 2, · · · , Hp (19)

Pes_min ≤ Pes(k) ≤ Pes_max; k = 1, 2, · · · , Hp (20)

max
i=1,2,···n

Pg(k− i)− min
i=1,2,···n

Pg(k− i)

Pwind_rated
≤ γ; k = 1, 2, · · · , Hp (21)

where Equation (17) is the objective of minimizing energy storage usage. The charging/discharging
power of energy storage is defined as negative/positive in this paper, so the sum of the squares of power
is used as the optimization target. Equation (18) is the power constraint of wind farms injected into
the grid, Equation (19) the SOC constraint of energy storage, Equation (20) the charging/discharging
power limit of energy storage, Equation (21) the fluctuation rate limit of wind farms, with Pwind_rated
its rated power.

3.2. Power Allocation between PSD and ESD

As shown in Figure 2, LFA is adopted for the power allocation between PSD and ESD units.
The total power demand is filtered by LFA and the output, which is the low frequency part of the
total power demand, is assigned as the power reference of ESD; while the remains, which is the high
frequency part, is assigned as the power reference of PSD.

As to LFA, its COF fc can be written as

fc = 1/2πτ (22)

Obviously, fc is inversely proportional to the time constant τ. The larger the τ, the smaller the
COF fc, i.e., more fluctuating power should be compensated by PSD, while that of ESD is reduced,
and vice versa. Practically, the COF fc can be altered in the control process according to energy storage
configuration and SOC. It will be discussed in Section 5.

Although there is some time delay in the second power allocation stage due to the use of LFA, the
fluctuation suppression effect would not be affected since the total power required can be satisfied
with the fast response of PSD.
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3.3. Simulation Flowchart

(1) Wind power data is imported from database;
(2) Persistence model is established to get wind power at time k + Hp based on wind power at time k;
(3) If the wind power data length is greater than Hp, SSM can be established; Otherwise, go back to

step 1;
(4) Constraint matrix is established on the basis of the fluctuation rate;
(5) The total energy storage power is obtained by using the QP Toolbox to solve the quadratic

programming equation;
(6) PPSD (PSD power) and PESD (ESD power) are allocated with LFA.

4. Simulation and Experiment Results

In order to verify the proposed control strategies, a simulation platform based on Matlab/Simulink
was set up with a 100 MW wind farm, 20 MW Li-ion batteries and 20 MW SC energy storage systems.

The actual data of the wind farm output power of a typical period was imported into the
simulation system one by one with a time interval of 1 s to simulate the actual wind power output.
According to the grid codes in China and some other countries, the power fluctuation of the wind farm
in this paper is limited within 2% of its rated power per minute [4], since wind power fluctuation in
this time scale may influence the frequency control of the power system.

According to the flowchart shown in Figure 5, the simulation results based on the proposed MPC
method were able to be achieved, which will be compared with LFA.Energies 2017, 10, 1212 10 of 17 
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Figure 5. Flowchart of the MPC-based coordinated control algorithm.

It can be seen from Figure 6a that the wind farm output power fluctuation ratio of Pg can be
suppressed with both MPC and LFA control methods. The fluctuation ratio per minute can be limited
within 2%, as shown in Figure 6b. The detailed curve in Figure 6a can also illustrate that the MPC
based method has much less time delay than that of LFA since the integrated power with MPC follows
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the original wind power more tightly. This verifies the control timeliness of MPC, which takes into
account future constraints at the current control step and carries out optimal control in advance.

The total energy storage power needed of Pes is given in Figure 7a with MPC control. Through
LFA, PPSD (PSD power) and PESD (ESD power) are allocated automatically, as shown in Figure 7b.
It can be seen that PSD suppresses the high-frequency power fluctuations, while ESD suppress the
low-frequency ones. This fits the complementary features of PSD and ESD.
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As to the power and energy capacity required for the energy storage system, a comparison
between MPC and LFA is given in Table 2. It can be seen that 4.1% power and 23.5% energy can be
saved through the MPC based method for the 100 MW wind farm in the simulation.

Table 2. Power and energy requirements *.

Control Method LFA MPC Saved (%)

Power (MW) 8.8234 8.4635 4.1
Energy (MWh) 0.3545 0.2713 23.5

* The power and energy required can be calculated:
Pes_rated = max|Pes|
Ees_rated = maxEes(k)−minEes(k)
Ees(k) = Ees(k− 1)− Pes(k)·Tc/3600

.

Additionally, a microgrid demonstration system was utilized to verify the proposed algorithm.
The microgrid demonstration system was a DC microgrid, whose bus voltage is 750 V. It connected
to the power grid through the DC/AC converter. It had 20 kW wind power, 60 kWp PV, a 50 kW
Li-ion battery energy storage system and a 50 kW SC energy storage system. As can be seen from
Figure 8, the information on wind power and PV, including current, power and so on, was read by the
industrial electric meters. Then the information was uploaded to the PLC (Beckhoff product) through
RS485/Modbus. The center controller received the information on wind power and PV from the PLC
and issued the control instructions calculated by the control strategy to the multi-type energy storage
system through Ethernet/Modbus. Firstly, MPC was adopted in the center controller to smooth the
total fluctuation of wind power and PV. Then the actual data was stored in the database and analyzed
again off-line with LFA method. As shown in Figure 9, the MPC-based method can be more effective
compared with LFA in a condition of less time delay. In particular, about 5% power and 15% energy
can be saved, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Power and energy requirements.

Control Method LFA MPC Saved (%)

Power (MW) 3.6733 3.4900 4.99%
Energy (MWh) 0.0679 0.0577 15.02%

5. Discussion

The impacts of different wind speed levels and the LFA cut-off frequency on multi-type energy
storage sizes are further discussed with the simulation platform based on Matlab/Simulink presented
at the beginning of Section 4.

5.1. Different Wind Speed Level

Wind speed conditions influenced the wind/storage control process since wind power varies
obviously with wind speed, and so do the fluctuations. Given different data samples in the simulations,
the results were greatly different, as shown in Table 4. The installed capacity and sampling interval of
wind power was 100 MW and 1 s in the data samples, which is the same as Figure 6a. However, the
total power and energy saving was able to be achieved for MPC.

Table 4. Comparison of power and energy requirements for different samples.

Control Method LFA MPC Saved (%)

Data 1
Power (MW) 7.3019 6.4766 11.30

Energy (MWh) 0.4186 0.1702 59.34

Data 2
Power (MW) 11.2379 9.3792 16.54

Energy (MWh) 5.3335 3.6248 32.04

Data 3
Power (MW) 8.1564 4.7816 41.38

Energy (MWh) 2.0428 0.9924 51.42

Data 4
Power (MW) 14.3251 12.5434 12.44

Energy (MWh) 2.3051 1.3641 40.82

Data 5
Power (MW) 18.0159 17.2462 4.27

Energy (MWh) 3.7106 3.4895 5.95
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The active power output of a wind turbine is

Pw =
1
2

ρπR2Cp(λ, β)vw
3 (23)

where ρ is the air density; β the blade pitch angle; R the wind turbine radius; and vw the wind speed.
λ is the ratio of blade tip speed to wind speed given by λ = ωR/vw with ω wind turbine rotational
speed. The power coefficient Cp is the function of λ and β.

With all the parameters of the wind turbine determined, the derivation of wind power to wind
speed vw can be written as:

dPw

dvw
=

3
2

ρπR2Cp(λ, β)vw
2 (24)

It can be seen that, for a certain wind turbine and certain wind speed changes, the power variation
is proportional to the square of the initial wind speed. This means that a small wind speed variation
may cause a large wind power fluctuation, especially at high wind speed. Although there are smooth
effects for a wind farm with clusters of wind turbines, the fluctuations of output power are still high
with wind speed variations. Figure 10 shows the wind power and the corresponding fluctuating levels
at high, moderate and low wind speeds, respectively.
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Figure 10. Comparison of wind power at different wind speeds.

A simulation system is set up to verify the differences between multi-type energy storage
systems required under various wind speed conditions as shown in Table 5. According to the
response time of Li-ion batteries (used as ESD) and SC (used as PSD), several LFA time constants
are chosen from 1 s to 160 s. It can be seen that the maximum fluctuation per minute under high
wind speeds is 16.35%. In this case, a large amount of power and energy for energy storage was
required to suppress wind power fluctuations, with a SC of 9.8208 MW/0.3155 MWh and a Li-ion
battery of 3.8737 MW/0.6347 MWh, respectively, with COF of 0.001 Hz. The values decrease to
7.0857 MW/0.1676 MWh and 1.9984 MW/0.2237 MWh under moderate wind speeds and decrease
again to 1.3895 MW/0.0151 MWh and 0.1949 MW/0.0167 MWh under low wind speeds with the
same COF.

Therefore, the power and energy requirements of energy storage may differ greatly with the
variation of wind conditions. In other words, if the wind speed conditions of the oncoming time are
known, the SOC of the energy storages can be controlled in advance to a certain level to be ready for
the charging/discharging energy needed. In this way, ultra-short term or real-time wind condition
forecasting can be helpful for wind/storage coordinated control.
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Table 5. Energy storage power and energy requirement with different wind speed conditions
and COF. γ1: Fluctuation ratio of wind power; γ2: Fluctuation ratio limit; Psc,max: Maximum
power of supercapacitor; PLB,max: Maximum power of Li-ion Battery; Esc,max: Maximum energy
of supercapacitor; ELB,max: Maximum energy of Li-ion Battery.

Wind
Speed

fl1,max
(%)

fl2,max
(%) f c (Hz) ø(s) PSC,max

(MW)
ESC,max
(MWh)

PLB,max
(MW)

ELB,max
(MWh)

High

16.35 2 0.001 159.24 9.8208 0.3155 3.8737 0.6347
16.35 2 0.01 15.92 6.127 0.0751 9.2046 0.587
16.35 2 0.05 3.18 4.554 0.0179 10.7229 0.6122
16.35 2 0.1 1.59 3.607 0.0092 11.0319 0.6153

Moderate

12.72 2 0.001 159.24 7.0857 0.1676 1.9984 0.2237
12.72 2 0.01 15.92 4.1727 0.0529 6.5714 0.2681
12.72 2 0.05 3.18 2.1546 0.0139 8.2512 0.2712
12.72 2 0.1 1.59 1.3293 0.0071 8.3964 0.2713

Low

3.41 2 0.001 159.24 1.3895 0.0151 0.1949 0.0167
3.41 2 0.01 15.92 1.0772 0.006 0.7792 0.0192

3.41 2 0.05 3.18 0.6082 1.80 ×
10−3 1.2009 0.0192

3.41 2 0.1 1.59 0.4178 9.80 ×
10−4 1.268 0.0192

5.2. Different LFA Cut-off Frequency

LFA was adopted in this paper for the power and energy allocation between PSD and ESD, and
the COF was found to be a key factor which directly determines the usage of PSD and ESD according
to Equation (6). From Table 5, it can be seen that under certain wind conditions, the amount of PSD
power and energy covered decreased gradually as COF increased, while ESD increased accordingly.
In the case of high wind speeds, with COF increasing from 0.001 Hz to 0.1 Hz, the power demand of
SC falls from 9.82 MW to 3.61 MW and the corresponding energy demand falls from 0.32 MWh to
0.01 MWh, while that of the Li-ion battery increases at the same time.

Therefore, LFA COF can be changed flexibly in wind/storage control according to wind power
output and the SOC of each of the energy storage units. For example, when PSD SOC is low in some
periods, LFA COF can be made smaller to discharge more ESD, and vice versa. A proper LFA time
constant can make the operation of both PSD and ESD units fit their technical specifications and
configure their capacity. As a result, the technical economy effect of the whole energy storage system
can be enhanced.

6. Conclusions

With the rapid development of wind power, its stochastic fluctuations may impose special
requirements on power system operation, such as spinning reserve and power dispatching. Energy
storage, especially the combination of PSD and ESD, have the feasibility both technically and
economically for wind power fluctuation suppression.

In this paper, a multi-type energy storage system containing both PSD and ESD was presented
for wind farm power fluctuation suppression with the high-frequency fluctuations compensated by
PSD and the low-frequency fluctuations compensated by ESD. The contribution of this paper is the
combination of MPC and LFA for the coordinated control of PSD and ESD. The MPC-based method
was used to determine the total power required of the whole energy storage system, and then LFA
was used to allocate the power between ESD and PSD. Due to the predictive feature of MPC, wind
power fluctuations can be limited with less energy storage used compared with traditional LFA-based
method. Moreover, the influences of wind speed conditions and LFA COF for ESD and PSD allocation
are obvious for the power and energy needed. Multiple time scale wind power fluctuations can be
mitigated effectively by multi-type energy storage with the proposed control strategy. Energy storage
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size will be reduced and its cycle life will be improved. To consider them practically can be helpful
for better control performance for the wind/storage system control. This can promote the large-scale
development of renewable energy and the industrial application of multi-type energy storage.
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